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SUMMARY Security, flexibility, and scalability are critical
to the success of wireless communications. Wireless networks
with movable base stations combine the advantages of mobile ad
hoc networks and wireless LAN to achieve these goals. Hierarchi-
cal mobile wireless network (HMWN) is proposed for supporting
movable base stations. In such a system, mobile hosts are or-
ganized into hierarchical groups. The group agents serve as a
distributed trust entity. A secure packet forwarding algorithm
and an authentication and key exchange protocol are developed
to protect the network infrastructure. A roaming support mecha-
nism and the associated mutual authentication protocol are pro-
posed to secure the foreign group and the mobile host when it
roams within the network. The computation overhead of secure
packet forwarding and roaming support algorithms is studied via
experiments. The results demonstrate that these two security
mechanisms only require, respectively, less than 2% and 0.2% to
5% CPU time in a low-end 700MHz PC.
key words: wireless network, movable base station, secure com-
munication, mobility

1. Introduction

1.1 Wireless Network with Movable Base Stations

Wireless communication technology is significant in
networking infrastructure. Mobile ad hoc networks and
wireless LAN are two typical packet-switching wireless
networks∗∗.

A mobile ad hoc network consists of mobile hosts
that communicate with each other over multi-hop wire-
less links in a collaborative way [1]. There is no fixed
infrastructure or stationary base station to coordinate
communications. These characteristics provide users
with maximum flexibility, at the cost of limitations
on scalability. The scalability problem is analytically
studied in [2]. The result shows that even the most
scalable routing protocol introduces a total overhead
of O(N1.5), where N is the number of hosts. The ex-
perimental study also shows that the increase of the
number of hosts is the dominant cause for performance
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degradation [3].
In a wireless LAN, stationary sites (i.e., base sta-

tions) provide high-speed network connections for mo-
bile hosts. For instance, IEEE 802.11a supports up to
54Mbit/s communication capacity [4]. The fixed in-
frastructure makes it easy to manage the network, to
enforce security policies, and to extend the system. It,
however, limits the deployment of the network in en-
vironments where wireless access to a wired backbone
is either inefficient or impossible. For tactical military
networks, the fixed base stations are attractive targets,
therefore, highly vulnerable.

Most limitations of wireless LAN, such as inflex-
ibility and vulnerability, can be eliminated by letting
base stations move. We deviate from the conventional
wireless networks and propose wireless network with
movable base stations (WNMBS). WNMBS is com-
prised of mobile hosts and movable base stations. The
movable base stations typically are mounted on vehicles
such as tanks and trucks and form a mobile backbone.
They have more resources than mobile hosts in terms of
memory, computation capability, transmission power,
energy supply, etc. Neighboring base stations use wire-
less links to communicate. Because all base stations
and mobile hosts are moving, the location of a node
is not determinable by its network address. The tra-
ditional network architecture and routing protocols for
wireless LAN are not suitable in this circumstance. We
develop hierarchical mobile wireless network (HMWN)
to support WNMBS. The details of HMWN, includ-
ing the network maintenance mechanism, the routing
protocol, and control overhead, are presented in [5].

1.2 Security Issues in WNMBS

Achieving security in a wireless network is challenging
because of:

• The use of wireless channels that are susceptible
to link attacks;

∗∗Sensor network is a new class of wireless networks that
has become an attractive research area. A sensor network is
essentially an ad hoc network that consists of a large number
of tiny disposable and low-power devices. These devices are
immobile, or have low mobility as compared with hosts in
mobile ad hoc networks.
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• Roaming in a hostile environment with relatively
poor physical protection that makes a mobile host
vulnerable;

• Dynamic network topology and memberships.

Secure protocols have been proposed for protecting a
single wireless link, such as the one integrated with
IEEE 802.11 [6]. Zhou and Haas [7], Awerbuch et al. [8],
and Zapata and Asokan [9] investigate the use of cryp-
tography to secure ad hoc routing protocols. These re-
search efforts require mobile hosts to be able to identify
each other based on some priori knowledge. The fol-
lowing mechanisms are usually used for identification.
They have deficiencies when being applied to wireless
networks.

• All hosts share a secret key so that everyone can
prove its membership by showing the knowledge of
this secret key. This scheme is relatively insecure.
If one host is compromised, the whole system is
compromised.

• Every host knows the public keys of all other hosts
so that it can identify a host by using public-key
cryptography. This scheme is not scalable. It re-
quires all hosts to be known before the network is
set up. If a host wants to change its public/private
key pair, it has to inform all others in the system.

• There exists a centralized trusted entity, such as a
key distribution center (KDC) or a trusted third
party (TTP), which knows the public key of every
host. Two hosts can use some authentication pro-
tocol, such as Yahalom, DASS, Woo-Lam, etc. [10],
to authenticate each other. In this scheme, the
centralized entity is the bottleneck of a system that
will decrease the effectiveness of security solutions.
It is prone to DoS attack and may become the sin-
gle point of failure.

In a WNMBS, the mobile backbone (i.e., base sta-
tions) is typically maintained by system administrators
(e.g., service providers) and provides network services
to mobile users. The base stations, with appropri-
ate security enhancements, form naturally a distributed
trusted entity that is capable of balancing service load
and tolerating site failures. To utilize movable base
stations as a distributed trusted entity, research ques-
tions, such as how to organize base stations, how to
distribute keys, and how to authenticate mobile hosts,
need investigation.

We present mechanisms integrated with HMWN to
secure WNMBS. The protection of network infrastruc-
ture, authentication and key distribution, and secure
roaming support are addressed. The rest of the paper
is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces HMWN.
An example and four basic operations are presented.
Secure packet forwarding mechanism that protects the
network infrastructure is proposed in Sect. 3. Section 4
presents the authentication protocol. Section 5 dis-
cusses the secure roaming support. The computation

overhead of the security mechanisms is numerically in-
vestigated in Sect. 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Hierarchical Mobile Wireless Network

2.1 Overview

To support WNMBS, we propose hierarchical mobile
wireless networks (HMWN). In a HMWN, mobile hosts
are partitioned into groups. Each group can be viewed
as an ad hoc network. It consists of some members
and a group agent that may be a member of another
group. The group agent is the representative of a group.
The agent-member relationship forms a hierarchy. A
group agent (i.e., a movable base station) acts as a
gateway that connects these two groups. Mobile hosts
belonging to the same group rely on multi-hop rout-
ing to communicate with each other. Communication
with a host outside the group is accomplished by the
segmented membership-based group routing (SMGR)
protocol presented in [5].

Figure 1 is the planform of a HMWN system. Ev-
ery small square represents a mobile host and the dark
ones are group agents. A solid line between two mo-
bile hosts represents a wireless link. The dashed circles
represent groups. Figure 2 shows a hierarchical rep-
resentation of the network. The root group (level 0
group) only contains three members {A, B, C}, where
A is the agent. There are two level 1 groups, {B, D, E}
and {C, F, G}. B and C are group agents, respectively.
D, E, F, and G are agents for level 2 groups.

A HMWN may be a heterogeneous wireless net-
work, in which each group is an autonomous system.
For instance, in Fig. 2, the level 1 and level 2 groups
may be IEEE 802.11b wireless networks while the level
0 group is a satellite network. Based on various security
requirements and available system resources, individual
groups may enforce different security policies, such as
encryption/decryption algorithm, key length, whether
roaming is allowed, etc.

Fig. 1 Hierarchical mobile wireless network.
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Fig. 2 Hierarchy of groups.

2.2 Basic Operations

The following definitions are used in the rest of this
paper.

• Home group (HG) is where the mobile host regis-
ters its static membership. Its group agent is called
home group agent (HGA).

• Foreign group (FG) is a group other than the HG.
Its group agent is foreign group agent (FGA).

• Current group (CG) is the group where the mo-
bile host is currently attached. The corresponding
group agent is current group agent (CGA).

Four basic operations are defined for setting up and
maintaining a HMWN system.

1) Grouping is the operation used to set up the
static membership in a HMWN system. It assigns HG
for every mobile host and is only performed at the
bootstrapping phase. “Grouping” is accomplished in
two steps. The first is to organize mobile hosts into
groups (i.e., assign HG for each mobile host). The sec-
ond is to determine group agents (HGA). The criteria
for “Grouping” include the movement of a mobile host,
the organization to which it belongs, the wireless MAC
protocol that it supports, and the capacity of a mobile
host. This operation can be done in two ways. In a
WNMBS, only base stations can be chosen as group
agents.

1. Mobile hosts may autonomously organize them-
selves into groups and supergroups in a distributed
fashion. It is also suitable for self-organizing ad
hoc networks, in which mobile hosts have no prior

knowledge about the network.
2. A trusted authority may take charge of the opera-

tion. Every mobile host reports its information to
the authority. The authority employs some global
optimization algorithm to establish the hierarchy
and distributes the result to all participated hosts.

Unlike “Grouping” that only determines the static
membership, the operations of “Registration,” “Leav-
ing,” and “Migration” maintain the dynamic member-
ship and topology of the network (e.g., CG for a mobile
host).

2) Registration is the operation that a mobile host
must complete before it can connect to the network.
Registration takes place between a mobile host MH and
its HGA. One-hop registration is recommended to re-
duce the possibility of denial-of-service and man-in-the-
middle attacks.

If connectivity rather than security is preferred,
remote registration (i.e., MH registers itself to the HGA
via intermediate hosts) will be allowed.

3) Migration operation is initiated by a mobile host
that decides to leave its current group and join a for-
eign group. It occurs when a host MH realizes that the
CGA is no longer reachable. MH starts this operation
by sending out a “Migration” request. Foreign agents
that are in the neighborhood reply this request based
the security policy that determines whether or not pro-
viding migration support, MAC protocol compatibility
and capacity. MH chooses the FGA whose reply comes
first, set it to be the CGA, and invokes the hand-off
procedure. Every agent that replies the request will
start a timer. When the timer expires, the agent will
cancel the operation.

In the remaining of this paper, we also refer “Reg-
istration” as “join a group,” and “Migration” as “roam-
ing.”

4) Leaving operation is completed by group agents.
It may be triggered by two events.

• When a mobile host MH decides to leave the net-
work, it sends a “leave group” message to its CGA.

• When the agent finds out that the route to a mo-
bile host MH is broken, it starts a Leaving Timer.
If a route to MH cannot be reestablished or a “Mi-
gration” message has not been received before the
timer expires, the agent starts the “Leaving” op-
eration.

After the CGA of MH updates the membership infor-
mation, it will forward the “leave group” message to its
own CGA.

2.3 Security Objective and Assumptions

We focus on protecting the network infrastructure
against both passive and active attacks, such as inser-
tion, modification or replay of control messages, and
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traffic analysis. Although it is important to protect
end-to-end data communications from unauthorized ac-
cess, we do not address this problem due to space limit.
As long as the network infrastructure is available and
secure, the two ends of a communication can always set
up a symmetric secret key by using some key-exchange
algorithm such as Diffie-Hellman or COMSET [10].
The data packets can be encrypted by using the secret
key to ensure confidentiality and integrity.

The objective is achieved by deploying secure
packet forwarding and authentication protocols that
are presented in the following sections. These security
mechanisms are based upon the following assumptions:

• The wireless communication is robust with respect
to attacks against the physical layer. These layers
are well protected by lower-layer mechanisms, such
as anti-jamming techniques [11], [12].

• The underlying cryptography primitives, such as
digital signature and encryption, are practically se-
cure (i.e., they are unbreakable with current com-
putation power).

• All base stations know each other’s public key
(For instance, if each group has 50 members, a
5000-node networks requires about 100 base sta-
tions to maintain about 150 public keys, instead of
5000 nodes, most of which are resource-poor mo-
bile hosts, to maintain 5000 public keys.).

3. Protection of Network Infrastructure

Unlike a wired network where the infrastructure is pro-
tected by physically securing the cables, the infrastruc-
ture of a wireless network is protected by ensuring that
every mobile host has correct knowledge about the cur-
rent network topology and the memberships. A mo-
bile host obtains this knowledge by securely exchang-
ing control information, such as neighbors, routes, etc.,
with other trustworthy hosts. An adversary should not
be able to eavesdrop, insert, or modify the information.
It is guaranteed by using unforgeable encryptions.

In addition to routing and control messages, packet
headers need to be encrypted. Although encryption
hides the content of a message, the packet header that
contains the source, the destination, and the next hop
will expose the relationships among the involved hosts.
This is a reason why eavesdropping technology such as
Carnivore is useful even in the presence of unbreakable
communication [13]. Preferred targets can be identi-
fied in this way and attacks can be concentrated on
the nerve centers. Encrypting packet headers will ef-
fectively obfuscate relationships among hosts.

3.1 Packet Forwarding Algorithm

We assume that each mobile host in a HMWN system
has a public/private key pair and group members know

Algorithm 1 Secure packet forwarding.

Part I: sending a packet P:

1. X uses K to encrypt the header
2. if P is a routing or control packet
3. it uses K to encrypt the body of P
4. X transmits encrypted packet P

Part II: receiving a packet P:

1. X decrypts and checks the header
2. if X itself is the destination and P is a control packet
3. it decrypts the body

else
4. X makes any necessary modifications to the header
5. if X is a group agent AND P is sent from one group

to another
6. it encrypts the header with the destination group’s

key K’
if P is a routing or control packet

7. it decrypts the body with K and re-encrypts it
with K’

else
8. X encrypts the header with K
9. X forwards P to the next hop

the public key of the group agent. Each group agent
maintains a potential member list (defined by “Group-
ing” operation), which contains the public keys of mo-
bile hosts that might be a member of that group.

We propose the secure packet forwarding algorithm
for the protection of the network infrastructure. To
use a symmetric cipher, each group has a group-shared
secret key. This key is maintained and distributed by
the group agent. It is renewed periodically, when a
mobile host joins or leaves the group, or at the time a
compromised host is discovered.

When a mobile host X registers to a group, it au-
thenticates itself with the group agent and gets the
group shared key K by invoking the protocol presented
in Sect. 4. X uses K to communicate with other group
members confidentially. A group agent may know two
groups’ shared keys.

The pseudo-code in Algorithm 1 shows how X han-
dles (sends, receives, and forwards) packets after joining
the group. This algorithm integrates with the routing
protocol to realize secure packet forwarding.

Encrypting and checking headers when sending, re-
ceiving, or forwarding packets serve the following pur-
poses.

1. The correctly encrypted header testifies that a
packet is sent by a member of the group. Ad-
versaries cannot produce such a header because
they do not know the secret key. It prevents the
network from being flooded with false control and
data packets generated by malicious hosts.

2. The encrypted header ensures that routing and lo-
cation information, which is valuable to attackers,
will not be disclosed. For example, if an adversary
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captures a packet and knows the next hop is host
X, he can tell that X is within the radio range of
the sender and initiates attacks against X.

4. Authentication and Key Exchange

The capability of a mobile host to authenticate itself
and obtain the group-shared key is the basis of secure
packet forwarding. In this section, we discuss the au-
thentication and key exchange protocol.

4.1 Notations and Protocol

We introduce the following notations.

• X, Y: mobile hosts
• G: group agent
• gid: group ID
• R: request. It could be a request for joining a group
or a request for secure roaming support.

• T: time stamp
• K: shared secret key
• KX : public key of host X
• M: message
• EX(M): encrypting message M with host X’s pub-
lic key so that only X can read M

• SX(M): signing message M with X’s private key
so that every host that knows X’s public key can
verify that M is signed by X

• VX(M): verifying message M with X’s public key
• EK(M): encrypting message M with secret key K
• DK(M): decrypting message M with secret key K

Protocol 1 illustrates the process invoked by the
“Registration” operation when host X joins a group
whose ID is “gid.” This protocol does not use a time
stamp to guarantee the freshness of the request because
a mobile host only registers once in the network. The
agent can tell if the request is new by examining the
membership information it maintains.

The correctness of Protocol 1 can be proven by
adopting the logic of authentication [14].

4.2 Security Discussion

A security protocol should be robust against malicious
attacks. Protocol 1 is immunized to the “man-in-the-
middle” attack. An adversary can not modify the re-
quest or response because of the use of asymmetric

Protocol 1 Authentication and key exchange.

1. X→G: <gid, X, R, SX(gid, X, R)>
2. G: VX(gid, X, R)
3. G→X: <gid, G, X, R, EX(gid, G, X, R, K, SG(gid,

G, X, R, K))>
4. X: VG(gid, G, X, R, K)
5. X→G: <X, G, EK(X, G, R)>

cryptography. The “replay” attack will not work either
since this protocol is invoked only once for each mobile
host. Both X and G are capable of telling whether the
request is brand new with respect to X.

The most severe threat to Protocol 1 is that an
attacker could use it to initiate denial-of-service (DoS)
attacks against group agents. Because the mobile host
does not know the shared key and can not encrypt the
packet header at this time, an attacker can discover
the identity of a group agent and locate its position by
eavesdropping these requests and analyzing the packet
headers. This threat may be avoided by encrypting the
packet header of the request with the agent’s public key
and the packet header of the response with the mobile
host’s public key. An attacker could not distinguish the
authentication protocol packets with other control or
data packets. Furthermore, the movement of a group
agent makes it complicated for an attacker to launch
continuous DoS attacks.

5. Secure Roaming Support

A mobile network allows mobile hosts to roam within
the network. In wired environments, Mobile IP is the
most widely used protocol to support roaming. Mo-
bile IP is not an ideal solution for HMWN, because
(1) it establishes a “tunnel” between the home agent
and foreign agent, which consumes wireless bandwidth;
(2) it does not support “group roaming” (i.e., a whole
group moves from one place to another). The essence
of roaming support is relocating a mobile host. SMGR
protocol naturally supports roaming as it dynamically
locates the destination when forwarding a packet.

In case secure packet forwarding is required by the
foreign group, the mobile host must authenticate itself
to the foreign group agent and obtain the shared key
before it can communicate with other hosts in the for-
eign group. This process is called secure roaming.

5.1 Secure Roaming Support Algorithm

The pseudo-code in Algorithm 2 shows the sketch of
the secure roaming support algorithm. This algorithm
is a part of the “Migration” operation. Its purpose is
to verify the identity of the mobile host and distribute
the shared key safely. Other issues related to “Migra-
tion” are discussed in [5], including when to initiates
the operation, how to choose a foreign group to join,
how to update membership, and how to maintain rout-
ing table.

5.2 Mutual Authentication between a Mobile Host
and a FGA

Mutual authentication is required by secure roaming
support algorithm to protect the foreign group as well
as the mobile host. Protocol 2 shows the procedure of
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Algorithm 2 Secure roaming support.

Mobile host:

1. if homeless
2. broadcasts a “join a group temporarily” request
3. if a response from a FGA is received
4. invokes the authentication process with that agent
5. if authenticated
6. changes the group ID and the shared key along

with the CG and CGA

Group agent:

1. if a “join temporarily” request is received
2. if the security policy allows hosting
3. sends a response to the mobile host
4. invokes the authentication process
5. if authentication succeeds
6. issues a new shared key
7. distributes the new key to the current group

members
8. sends the group information (gid, key) to the

mobile host

Protocol 2 Mutual authentication.

1. X→FGA: <X, FGA, HGA, R, T, SX(X, FGA,
HGA, R, T)>

2. FGA→HGA: <X, FGA, HGA, R, T, SX(X, FGA,
HGA, R, T)>

3. HGA→FGA: <SHGA(X, KX , R, T), SHGA(FGA,
KFGA, R, T)>

4. FGA→X: <SHGA(FGA, KFGA, R, T), EX(FGA,
X, R, T, K, SFGA(FGA, X, R, T, K))>

5. X→FGA: <X, FGA, T, EK(X, FGA, T)>

mutual authentication. We only present message ex-
changes. The verifications at X, HGA, and FGA are
omitted without losing the essence of the protocol.

Through this protocol, X and FGA can get each
other’s public key, which is signed by the HGA. FGA
can verify that the request is initiated by X. The fourth
step ensures that only X can get K. X must verify that
K is generated by FGA using FGA’s public key. Be-
cause roaming support may be required by the same
mobile host multiple times, a time stamp is associated
with each request to demonstrate its freshness. The
use of time stamp may avoid the “replay” attack. It re-
quires a loose synchronization among all mobile hosts.

5.3 Fault-Tolerant Authentication

In a WNMBS, group agents are also moving. When
Protocol 2 is taking place, the HGA of X may be tem-
porarily or permanently unavailable because of move-
ment or failure. In this case, X’s request for the tem-
porary membership in the foreign group will be denied.
Mobile hosts will be detached from the system if their
HGAs are no longer available. To make HMWN net-

works survivable from such kind of unavailability, a
fault-tolerant authentication scheme is proposed in [15].

In a HMWN system. A group agent itself may be a
member of another group and has its own HGA, unless
it’s the root of the hierarchy. We define mobile host X’s
Intention Agent (IA) as follows:

Mobile host Y is X’s IA if and only if Y is the
HGA of X’s HGA or Y is the HGA of one of X’s IAs.

For example, in Fig. 1, agents A and B are IAs of
mobile host x. In the proposed fault-tolerant scheme,
not only its HGA, but also all its IAs know the pub-
lic key of a mobile host. A mobile host also knows all
its IAs’ public keys. Each IA has a priority based on
several factors [16]. When Protocol 2 fails due to the
unavailability of the HGA, the mobile host will choose
the IA with the highest priority and retry the authen-
tication protocol until it is authenticated or no IA is
available. With this improvement, a mobile host at
level n can tolerate n agent failures.

6. Computation Overhead

The majority of computation overhead introduced by
the security mechanisms comes from two sources: the
secure packet forwarding and the secure roaming sup-
port. We numerically investigate the overhead by con-
ducting a series of real-world experiments and simula-
tions.

The test-bed is a PC running Linux kernel 2.4.2.
It has an Intel Celeron 700MHz CPU, 128M memory,
and a 10G hard disk. Currently, even a low-end note-
book computer has better configuration than the test-
bed machine in terms of computation power.

The cryptography implementations used in the ex-
perimental study are provided by the GNU Crypto
package. The testing programs are written in Java and
compiled using JDK 1.3.1.

6.1 Overhead of Secure Packet Forwarding

The computation overhead of secure packet forward-
ing is determined by the transmission rate, the length
of packet header, the length of packets, and the en-
cryption/decryption speeds. We take the IEEE 802.11b
standard as an example, which supports up to 11Mbps
wireless bandwidth, to estimate the overhead. Sup-
pose only the IP header is encrypted (i.e., the length
of packet header is 20 bytes). Based on the study of
IP packet length distribution [17], we let the length of
a packet be 420 bytes, the mean of IP packet length
obtained from more than 200 million packets.

Four block ciphers are studied. They are DES
(Data Encryption Standard), Triple-DES, Twofish and
Rijndael. Table 1 shows the results obtained from pro-
cessing 1,000,000 blocks. The encryption/decryption
speeds (column 2 and 3 in Table 1) are obtained by
using the GNU CipherSpeed tool.
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The results demonstrate that secure packet for-
warding is quite feasible in wireless networks as the
appropriate cipher only uses about 1.6% of a mobile
host’s CPU time.

6.2 Overhead of Secure Roaming Support

The computation overhead of secure roaming support
is introduced by the mutual authentication protocol.
The time consumed by different cryptography opera-
tions using the RSA algorithm are shown in Table 2.
They are obtained by operating 1,000 64-byte blocks
with different keys whose length is 1024 bits. The com-

Table 1 Encryption/decryption speed of some block ciphers.

Encryption Decryption CPU
Cipher

Speed (KB/s) Speed (KB/s) Usage

DES 4035 4061 3%
Triple-DES 1338 1323 9.8%
Twofish 1284 1277 10%
Rijndael 8185 8134 1.6%

putation time in one roaming request can be estimated
as follows according to Protocol 2.

Mobile host: one signing, one asymmetric decryp-
tion, two verifying, and one symmetric encryption
(whose computation time can be ignored) opera-
tions are required. The computation time is about
90ms.

Foreign agent: one verifying, one asymmetric en-
cryption, and one signing operations are required.
The computation time is about 50ms.

Home agent: one verifying and two signing opera-
tions are required. The computation time is about
90ms.

Since roaming is caused by the relative motion between
a mobile host and its group agent, for demonstration

Table 2 Speed of RSA.

Operation Signing Verifying Encryption Decryption

Time (ms) 40.73 2.38 2.29 40.66

(a) The topology of a WNMBS. (b) Number of requests per second as a foreign agent.

(c) Number of requests per second as the home agent.
(foreign agents do not cache public keys)

(d) Number of requests per second as the home agent.
(foreign agents cache public keys)

Fig. 3 Frequency of roaming requests.
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purpose, only hosts are moving in the simulations. Fig-
ure 3(a) shows the topology of a typical WNMBS. Mo-
bile hosts move in a square area that is fully covered by
13 base stations. The movement is determined by the
random way-point mobility [3] model. The pause time
is 0 second. The maximum speed ranges from 2m/s,
the jogging speed of a person, to 30m/s, the speed of
a running vehicle. The radius of every circle is 250m.
Each simulation runs for 5000 seconds.

For a mobile host, the mean interval between two
consecutive requests is 416.38 and 56.49 seconds, re-
spectively, when the maximum speed is 2m/s and
30m/s.

The rest experiments study the requests related to
the group agent GA.

Figure 3(b) shows the frequency of requests as a
function of the number of foreign hosts in the area and
their maximum speed, when GA acts as a foreign agent.
For 50 foreign hosts, the number of requests per second
increases from 0.005 to 0.04 with the maximum speed
increasing from 2m/s to 30m/s. Even with 250 foreign
hosts and 30m/s maximum speed, there are less than
0.2 requests per second. In this set of experiments, the
computation overhead on GA of being a foreign agent
is always less than 1% CPU time.

The overhead on GA of being the home agent is
determined by the number of hosts whose home agent is
GA and their mobility. Figure 3(c) shows the frequency
of requests as a function of the number of home hosts
in the area and the maximum speed. For 50 home hosts
and 30m/s maximum speed, the frequency is as high
as 0.8 requests per second, because the home agent is
involved in every roaming request. In this case, the
computation overhead is about 7.2% CPU time.

The number of requests can be reduced if foreign
agents cache the public key of a mobile host for a pe-
riod of time. Figure 3(d) shows the results of the ex-
periments in which foreign agents cache public keys for
200 seconds. The highest frequency is 0.45 requests per
second, about a half of that in the previous experiment.
The corresponding computation overhead is about 4%
CPU time. The total computation overhead on GA
ranges from 0.2% to 5% CPU time in the experimen-
tal study depending on the number of hosts and their
mobility.

7. Conclusion

This paper presents security mechanisms for HMWN
to support wireless networks with movable base sta-
tions. In a HMWN system, mobile hosts form hierar-
chical groups. The base stations (group agents) serve
as a distributed trusted entity. We propose a secure
packet forwarding algorithm to protect the network in-
frastructure. A protocol is developed to authenticate
a mobile host and distribute the group-shared key. An
algorithm is designed to support mobile hosts roaming

within the network. To secure both the foreign group
and the mobile host, they mutually authenticate each
other with the help from the home group agent. Ex-
perimental study justifies the feasibility of the proposed
security mechanisms. The computation overhead of se-
cure packet forwarding is less than 2% CPU time, and
that of secure roaming support ranges from 0.2% to 5%
CPU time depending on the number of hosts and their
motion.
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